Surgeon’s Scrub Cap for Long Hair – DIY Step By Step Tutorial
(Want a digital copy of a pattern to scale so you can print it & cut out? Send me an email larissa.fontenot@gmail.com)
*All fabric must be new. Please launder the fabric in a non-scented/allergen-free detergent.

You will need:

- Paper to make the pattern – all measurements are in inches
- 22 inches of cotton fabric – standard 44 inch width
- 3 inches of elastic braided tape
- 39 inches of ribbon or bias tape
- Thread of color matching one of your fabric colors
- Please wash, dry and iron fabric before you start cutting – it will shrink
1. **Side of Cap:**
11 & 6/8” wide
4 and 1/8” high
1” narrow end for the back
at 7” tapering toward narrow end
starts

2. **Top of Cap:**
16 & 3/8” wide
7 & 1/2” high
Ponytail pouch part of top of cap is
7” wide and 5 & 3/8” high

3. **Back Side of Ponytail Pouch:**
7” wide and 5 & 3/8” high

4. **Casing for Elastic Band:**
11 & 1/2” wide and 1” high

---

**1. Fold fabric along this edge**

**2. Place short side of cap (center that will cover forehead) pattern on fold in fabric**
1. Fold fabric along this edge

2. Place short side of cap (center that will cover forehead) pattern on fold in fabric

You need ONLY 1 layer of fabric for:
- top of cap
- back side of ponytail pouch
- 1” x 10” casing for elastic tape

You need 2 layers of fabric ONLY for side of cap

Cut side of cap out of folded fabric. Short side is where fabric fold needs to be.

Cut top of cap, back side of ponytail pouch and casing for elastic tape out of single layer of fabric
This is how your cut out pieces of scrub cap should look like. Note that side part of the cap is the longest piece at the top of your screen – once you unfold the fabric.

Red arrows show stress points of the scrub cap that need to be reinforced. To do that you need to fold fabric using hot iron, and stitch it through using zig zag pattern using the following steps.
Here are steps to follow after you cut the fabric:

On the wrong side of side part mark spots where you will fold fabric using hot iron on back ends of side part of the cap - I marked them by pins with yellow balls. The mark is about 1 and ½” from narrow edge.

Using hot iron fold about 1/4” starting from narrow edge at the back of side part of scrub cap toward a pin. At the pins fabric fold should end.
This is how back ends of side part of scrub cap should look like after you apply zig zag stitch to secure fabric folds you created in the previous step.

On the wrong side of top part of the cap mark places where you will start fabric folds 1” to the left and to the right from the point where you will later attach ponytail pouch.

This is how sides of top part of your scrub cap should look like after you apply zig zag stitch to secure fabric folds you created in the previous step.

The next step is folding fabric at the top of back part of ponytail pouch using hot iron. Red arrows point at the fold in the fabric.
Place back part of ponytail pouch right side to right side of top part of your scrub cap with corners of back side of ponytail pouch overlapping top part of scrub cap about \(\frac{3}{8}\)".

Start straight stitch at one of pins with yellow ball \(\frac{3}{8}\)" from the edge of fabric and finish at the other pin with yellow ball.

The next step is folding \(\frac{1}{4}\)" of fabric on all 4 sides of 1” wide 11” long piece of fabric to make a casing for elastic tape.
In this step prepare a spot for elastic tape casing by ironing down the seam between top part of cap and back side of ponytail pouch, in a way that top part of cap stays flat, but back side of ponytail pouch is folded away to the other side of the seam (up in this image).

Now flip the top part of cap wrong side up. You have already prepared the future casing for elastic tap, it will go along the free edge of back side of ponytail pouch, and across top part of cap, just like you see in the next image.
Long side of elastic tape casing should be flush with the edge of ponytail pouch (top side of image) and right at the mark on top part you made before enforcing stress points where you see a purple arrow on this image. Short ends of the casing should be ¼" away from edges of top side of cap and back side of ponytail pouch.

Use pins to secure elastic tape casing in place before stitching through the edges of the casing.

On this image you see that I used pins with yellow balls to secure the casing.
Use zig zag stich to secure each long side of casing to the top part of cap and back part of ponytail pouch with two separate seams.

Leave short ends of casing open, you will thread elastic tape through it at the last step of making this scrub cap.

In this step fold back side of ponytail pouch at the seam you’ve made a couple of steps prior (blue arrow), making sure that free edges of top side of cap and back side of ponytail pouch meet, while the edge with elastic tape casing is ¼” is visible from under top side of cap – I marked it by red arrow.
The next steps already done here are:
1. Finish straight stitch connecting back and front sides of ponytail pouch together (purple arrow).
   **Very important – straight stitch should not run across short ends of elastic tube casing, they should be free (red arrow).**
2. Use zig zag stitch to secure edges of front and back sides together (blue arrow).

Safety pin should easily fit from both ends of elastic tape casing like you see in the left and right images. I simply wanted you to see exactly how it would look on your scrub cap when casing is stitched to the cap properly and the straight seam connecting back and front sides of ponytail pouch does not run over the casing.
1. Find middle of side part of scrub cap (red arrow)

2. Find middle of top part of scrub cap (red arrow)

3. Put these two parts together right sides toward one another, connecting middles and ends of side part of cap (blue arrows) ½” from ends of side part narrow ends with spots on top part of cap where casing for elastic tape is stitched to the top part of cap (purple arrows)

In this image middles are connected by a pin with big red ball (red arrow) and ends of side part of cap are connected to the top part of cap by pins with big green balls (blue arrows).

Pin the rest of side part to the top part of the cap together with ½” between the pins.
This is how two parts pinned together look on the other side.

Stitch top part and side part of cap together starting at one of pins with big green ball toward the pin in the middle (with big red ball). The seam should be at ½” from the edge of fabric.
Finish stitching the two parts together at the pin with big green ball – ¼” from the zig zag stitch enforced edge.

After you stitched together top and side of cap, make zig zag seam to connect edges for clean look and cap durability.
This is the clean look your scrub cap should have after edges of connected top and side parts are stitched together by a zig zag stitch.

The next step is preparing ribbon to finish the cap. Fold ribbon in half length wise, use hot iron to iron it down, and iron both short ends down as well.
Find middle of ribbon and side part of cap, pin them together with edge of side part of cap being at the fold in the ribbon. Pins with big green balls in the image secure short ends of side part of cap to the ribbon at the edge of casing for elastic tape.

1. Fold ribbon edge to edge and start connecting sides of ribbon together using straight stitch for one of the ends.

2. Continue your stitch making sure that it goes through both – top and bottom side of ribbon.

3. Finish stitching ribbon together at the other end of ribbon.
This is how your scrub cap will look like once you attach the ribbon which trims the bottom of side part of it, and free ends form ties you will use to make it fit tight on your head.

Attach small safety pins to both ends of 3” long elastic tape before you thread it through the casing.
Insert one of the safety pins into the casing and thread it till it reaches the other end of the casing. The second safety pin will help you either keep the other end of elastic tape just outside of there you started the threading, or catch it if it disappears inside the casing.

When the first safety pin is out of the casing at the other end of it, pull both ends of elastic tape at the same time so about 1 and ½ inch of it is out of the casing and remove safety pins.

Congratulations!
This is your finished cap – this is how your cap looks from the front and back with ribbon ends free and tied together.
Ready to donate your items? Please complete a [UI Health Care In-Kind Donation Form](#) and bring a copy with your donation. We have some restrictions in place to protect the health and safety of our patients, visitors, and staff. Donated items that do not meet guidelines on our [In-Kind Donations page](#) may not be accepted or could be redirected to another charity. **All fabrics must be new. Before starting, please launder the fabric in a non-scented/allergen-free detergent with no fabric softener. When drying the fabric, please do not use dryer sheets.**

- All items must come from a smoke-, dust-, pet-, and illness-free environment
- All fabric items must be made from new materials
- All items must be in a non-scented new plastic bag for delivery

Concierge Services will accept donated items outside the UI Hospitals & Clinics Main Entrance from 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday. Please call them at 319-356-1900 or 319-678-5500 to schedule a donation drop-off. **Please do not enter the Main Entrance with your donated items.** For your safety and the safety of our patients, visitors, and staff, a staff member will meet you at your vehicle to accept donated items.
Surgeon’s Scrub Cap for Long Hair Paper Pattern
To be printed on Legal (8.5” x 14”) paper